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Introduction 

 

CAIP is responding to the invitation of the House of Commons Standing Committee on 

Canadian Heritage. The news release said: 

 

“The Committee hopes to focus on the impacts of trade interdependence and 

technological change on Canadian culture, institutions and industries.” 

 

CAIP believes it may have something useful to say about the effects of technological change on 

how Canadians are communicating among themselves and with the rest of the world. These 

changes, which are only beginning, are of interest to Members of Parliament, and we will do our 

best to describe them.  

 

What is CAIP? 

 

 CAIP represents about seventy firms, including independent Internet service providers 

(ISP’s), those affiliated with the telephone companies, and those affiliated with the cable 

companies. The firms in CAIP carry more than half the Internet traffic in Canada. Further 

information about CAIP, including our membership, our published positions, and our board of 

directors, is found on the Internet at http://www.caip.ca. 

 

What is the Internet? 

 

 The Internet is the creation of computers and the machine languages and transmission 

paths linking them. The Internet is a system that allows people to communicate with one another 

through computers. Among other things, it allows people to draw upon information which is 

stored in computers around the globe. This information is currently mostly in the form of text 

and graphics. In the future, when people have access to greater bandwidth, or channel capacity, 

the information conveyed may take the form of full motion video, sounds, text and graphics, or 

any combination thereof.   
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How is the Internet regulated? 

 

 Internet service providers are subject to all applicable provincial and federal laws, such 

as those regarding publishing, libel, crimes, and copyright infringements.
1
 CAIP has developed 

and published a Code of Conduct regarding issues of speech which, though it is a work in 

progress, tries to address some of these liabilities and potential conflicts.
2
 

 

 The Internet in Canada was made possible by partial government funding, but it has not 

been subjected to Canadian content regulation. ISP’s are not regulated by the federal 

Broadcasting Act. It is also important to note that the computer industry, from which most if not 

all the transformative technology has arisen, has never been subject to economic or cultural 

regulation. 

 

 At the moment, members of this industry are effectively deregulated as to the prices they 

may charge under the Telecommunications Act. The CRTC considers ISP’s to be value-added 

carriers. 

 

 On the subject of  Internet self-governance, there is no one entity or organization that 

governs the Internet. The coordinating functions have traditionally not been performed by 

government agencies, but by an array of quasi-governmental, intergovernmental and non-

governmental bodies. The legal authority of any of these bodies is unclear.  The degree to which 

any existing body can claim to represent “the Internet community” is also unclear. Membership 

in the existing Internet governance entities is drawn primarily from the research and technical 

communities, although commercial activity is far more important to the Internet today than when 

these groups were established. That the governance of the Internet is amorphous has not 

prevented the technical system from working effectively. 

 

What are Internet Service Providers? 

 

 At the simplest level, Internet service providers (ISP’s) provide customers with access to 

the Internet, which is a worldwide system of computers and high-speed links between them.  

ISP’s collect traffic from customers, vie the local telephone system, and send it out through the 

high-speed Internet backbones to the addresses indicated by the end user.  Likewise they route 

traffic coming back from other sites on the Internet to their customers. They compete directly 

against each other and their prices are set by the market, not by regulation. They have no 

monopoly power. They rely on the telephone system to link to most of their customers. ISP’s 

have so far had no contact with the broadcasting regulatory system. 

 

                                                 
1
 The Department of Industry has just released an exhaustive survey of the legal liabilities of Internet service 

providers, which are essentially the same liabilities as those of people who speak and publish.. See “The Cyberspace is 

not a no-law land” , February 1997, ISBN 0-662-25489-9, © Industry Canada, found at http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/nme 
2
 CAIP’s Code of Conduct is published at http://www.caip.ca 
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 Internet service providers can be small or large. They may deal directly with end users or 

they may provide only backbone services - high speed transmission links - for other ISP’s, or do 

both. 

 

How is an Internet Call Made? 

 

 A customer of an ISP points to a button on his computer screen, which causes his 

computer’s modem to dial the number of his ISP. If the call is successful, the customer’s modem 

links to one of the modems of the ISP, and he is then connected. The customer then engages his 

“browser”, a software that enables his computer to search for whatever is available on the 

Internet. A system of encoded addresses identifies every ‘page’ on the Internet, thereby enabling 

pages to be retrieved, viewed, saved in the hard drive of a computer, and, if visual, to be printed, 

or if sound, to be played through a set of speakers. 

 

 Internet service providers rely on what are called “backbone providers” for high-speed  

transmission between major nodes on the Internet. 

 

 The link connecting the ordinary customer and the ISP continues to be  the local 

telephone system. Larger users maintain dedicated lines that permit continuous connection to the 

Internet. In the future, the link between the customer and the ISP may be different; it may be 

another form of wire, such as the coaxial cable of the cable television operator, or an improved 

signalling system provided by the telephone company, or it may be wireless, such as the new 

Local Multi-point Communications Systems which have recently been licensed by the federal 

Department of Industry.  

 

 Internet service providers can also provide other services to customers. They can, for 

instance, design web pages for customers. For the time being, however, the principal revenue 

sources for ISP’s are charges for access to the Internet.  

The Importance of the Internet 

 

 Before launching into the role of the federal government in culture, it may be useful to 

remind ourselves how important the Internet is, and therefore, how important it is that we as 

Canadians and as members of society make the right decisions at this time. 

 

 CAIP members are participants in one of the most important development in 

communications ever: the Internet. The development of the Internet can be compared to the 

invention of printing, without exaggeration. And like the invention of printing, the Internet is 

changing many aspects of society, is giving birth to entirely new occupations, is changing the 

workplace and, more importantly, what work is and how it will get done. The effects of the 

Internet on leisure have scarcely begun to be felt, but we can safely predict they will be as great. 

 

 By drastically lowering the price of publishing and transmitting documents, compared to 

any known medium, the Internet is permitting the growth of new arrangements of people on a 
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world-wide scale. Users may be joined around common work or leisure interests. As well as 

lowering the costs of their communicating amongst themselves, the Internet also permits 

unprecedented efficiency in  sorting  people by their concerns, tastes, and aptitudes. 

 

 As a technical phenomenon, the Internet combines the power of the personal computer 

and an addressability equal to the telephone system’s to create a revolution. The Internet arises 

from the combination of the computer and the telecommunications system. Both technologies 

are undergoing extremely rapid, indeed, unheard of, increases of power and decreases in cost.  

And the effect of each on the other is geometric, not additional, in that each can substitute for 

the other. Putting it into a slogan, we get: 

 

Computers x telecommunications = the Internet 

 

In no other domain of human activity are the gains in capacity, and the decreases of cost, being 

achieved with such stunning speed. 

 

 

 The Internet was made possible by three important factors: affordable computers in the 

home, a telecommunications system that would allow signals to pass freely, and the development 

of protocols or machine languages that would enable computers to talk with one another.  It is 

not possible to say which factor was more important than another in the development of the 

Internet. 

 

 The linking of computers through networks is producing a new world. The personal 

computer was only invented sometime in the mid-1970’s. The software and protocols that would 

enable these devices to talk to each other through the telephone system are even more recent.  

 

 Computer penetration of Canadian households is rapidly growing. They now reach into 

some 31.6% of Canadian homes, or 44.6% of households with children under 18 years of age.
3
 

Computers with modems that would enable connection to the Internet were almost half of that 

figure, so that roughly 1,700,000 Canadian households were so equipped in 1996
4
, though the 

number of households subscribing to the Internet was less. The number of computers with sound 

cards that would enable them to play music were fewer than the number with modems. 

 

 The Internet is now accessed from about nine percent of Canadian homes, and some 18% 

of Canadians have access to the Internet from home, school or work. Internet access from all 

sources, by primary language,  is about 13% for French-speakers, 19% for English-speakers, and 

23% for those whose primary language is other than English or French.
 5
 

 

                                                 
3
 Statistics Canada,  Household Facilities by Income and other Characteristics, 1996, Catalogue #13-218-XPB, 

Tables 1.0 and 4.8 
4
 Household Facilities by Income and Other Characteristics, 1995, StatsCan, January 1996, Catalogue  

13-218 Annual 
5
Netpulse, October 1996, International Data Corporation (Canada) Ltd., phone 416-369-0033 
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 The development of the Internet was  powerfully assisted by telecommunications policies 

that made possible affordable and universal service into the home. Some of this was 

accomplished by government subsidy of Internet backbones, and some of it was accomplished by 

pro-competitive telecommunications  policy. The development of the Internet has also benefited 

from policies which keep the cost of local calling affordable. Canada has one of the highest rates 

of Internet access partly because local telephone calls, which are a necessary link between the 

consumer and the Internet service provider, are priced on a flat-rate per month. 

 

 The transmission of data and pictures across the Internet is slowed by the fact that its 

principal connection to the home is a telephone line the physical structure of which is largely 

unchanged from the time of Queen Victoria, when telephones were first invented.
6
 Telephone 

lines were designed to carry voice traffic, which requires only several thousand bits per second 

to give acceptable quality of service. Video signals require the transport of millions and tens of 

millions of bits per second. However, both the telephone companies and their competitors are 

working to develop test and deploy new technologies that will transport more signal into 

subscribers’ premises. The common term for the capacity of a signal pipeline in bandwidth. It is 

expected that consumers will enjoy more “bandwidth” in the coming decades, as these 

technologies are deployed 

 

 The trend is clear. There will come a time when some kind of networked computing 

capacity will be as ubiquitous in the Canadian home as the television set or the telephone. 

Indeed, the digital computer technology at the core of this phenomenon is absorbing and 

transforming the telephone and television industries, and much else besides. 

 

 Since the Internet is produced by the fundamental facts of technology, and the 

exploitation of the laws of nature, it is no more possible to get rid of it than it is to get rid of the 

telephone and the computer. Therefore the decisions we make today about the Internet will have 

a permanent importance for Canada’s future, in several respects: as a nation of producers, as a 

political culture, and as a people who enjoy leisure and create art and entertainment. 

 

What is Convergence? 

 

 Among other things, the concept of convergence implies an increasing overlap between 

the two primary components of the communications system, which have traditionally been segre-

gated: common carrier “conduit” systems and networks that transmit signals anonymously, and 

“content”-based information sources and technologies. These two segments have historically 

been represented by telephony on the one hand, and broadcasting on the other, two dominant 

technological and organizational models that have also been subject to largely separate 

regulatory regimes. 

 

 Technological convergence is the primary source of changes in the telecommunications 

industry.  Whereas television (video) signals have historically been transmitted through 

                                                 
6
 Alexander Graham Bell invented  the telephone shortly before 1880; Queen Victoria died in 1904. 
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broadcasting systems over airwaves, advances in fiber optics, cable television, and data 

compression have made it possible for wireline-based carriers to deliver broadband video 

(content) services over their networks. At the same time, radio-based technologies such as 

cellular and fixed wireless are becoming entrenched as important options for basic telephony. 

The evolution of cable TV technology has in many countries created the prospect for cable 

operators to provide competing basic telephone services as well as video services. Cable TV and 

also satellite and microwave-based television systems present the prospect of widespread com-

petition for traditional broadcast television operators. Finally and perhaps most dramatically, the 

Internet has emerged as a profound new medium for global communication of messages, data, 

images, and potentially voice and video. 

 

Convergence is Just a Symptom, not a Cause 

 

 Unfortunately the term “convergence” disguises the main features of what is happening 

to signal distribution media. Convergence is what it looks like when you consider the situation 

from the perspective of the past, when formerly rigid categories break down. Looking back from 

the future, ‘convergence’ occurs when older analog technologies are replaced by digital 

computers. 

 

 Digitization - the encoding of signals in ones and zeros - means much more than the 

blurring of  specific industry boundaries;  it means that even trying to draw such boundaries  

must be fundamentally reconsidered or abandoned. 

 

 By ‘analog technologies’ we mean the older system where signals replicated the 

waveform of the originating signal. For example, the human voices sets off waves, which are 

captured by the membrane in a telephone receiver and transmitted down the wire in wave forms. 

Television signals are still transmitted in analog form, which is why you get ‘ghosts’ in off-air 

reception.  The grooves of long playing records were analogs of the signals impressed upon 

them.  

  

 By contrast, digital technologies encode the signal in binary digits: the ones and zeros 

which are now becoming familiar to us. The signal is no longer a complex wave-form, but a 

series of digits or on-off signals. Once encoded, they became capable of being manipulated, 

transformed, repackaged and reformatted in any way that makes sense. Digital technologies are 

in the process of replacing analog technologies, just as internal combustion engines replaced 

steam engines. A superior form prevails in competition with the older. 

 

 In the previous era of analog technologies, every signal transmission medium was fixed 

as to its purpose. So strong vertical divisions between industries which exploited analog 

technologies were possible. Strong regulatory divisions were built on the back of these 

technological and organizational divisions.  
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 This has important implications if one’s system of cultural regulation depends on the 

restrictions inherent in the older technological form. As the restrictions are overcome, the 

cultural regulation that depended upon them has to be rethought. 

 

More Competition Everywhere 

 

 The principal commercial effect of this transition to digital computer-based technologies 

has been that the costs of getting into competition with incumbents has dropped. Long distance 

calling was made competitive in 1992. Various portions of the telecommunications sector have 

been opened to more competition by licensing the use of  higher radio frequencies, so that there 

is or will be more alternative radio-based carriers of voice, data and television signals. The same 

transition to digital technologies allows those who operate television and radio stations to use 

their allotted bandwidth for more purposes; the same amount of spectrum can be made to work 

five or twenty times more effectively. Thus cable companies can offer Internet access on spare 

capacity in their co-axial cable, or telephone companies compress more data down an old 

telephone line.  

 

 More competition has been introduced in telecommunications and broadcasting because 

digitization made it technologically and economically feasible. Government policy has followed 

rather than preceded these changes. 

More Carriers of Television Signals   

 

 Television programs will soon be delivered by a variety of carriers, including telephone, 

cable, satellite and local microwave distributors. There is, or soon will be, competition in the 

signal delivery market. Where there used to be limited number of local television stations, and 

then a growing number of cable-delivered stations, soon there will be three or four transmission 

media to choose from. Some of them may be more or less difficult to regulate for Canadian 

content. But the genie is out of the bottle. There will never again be a shortage of signal paths 

into the Canadian home, and this is good, not bad, for Canadians.    

 

 The CRTC has already recognized this state of affairs in the recent Public Notice 1997-

25, New Regulatory Framework for Broadcasting Distribution Undertakings, of March 11, 

1997. It  subjects all carriers of programming signals into the home to comparable obligations to 

spend on Canadian content. The treatment of these various distribution technologies has been 

made uniform. No form of transmission into the home has been given a legal privilege over the 

other.  

 

 In the 1950s, there was only one path into the home for video signals- off-air 

broadcasting in the VHF and UHF bands. It was easier to regulate content through the regulation 

of a scarce transmission path. But “programs” - the content of broadcasting - are really what 

people are concerned about  This was recognized in the new Broadcasting Act passed in 1991, 

where “broadcasting” was treated as a way of getting jurisdiction over “programs”. 
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Convergence Sharpens the Conflict between Canada’s Policies in 
Telecommunications and Broadcasting 

 

 The regulation of telecommunications has traditionally, in most countries, involved 

relatively independent treatment of, and goals for, the telephone and broadcasting sectors, even 

where both components have been state-owned and controlled. Telephone regulation has focused 

upon expanding access to voice and data services, controlling prices for consumers and 

businesses, and, more recently, introducing market forces and competition to the industry. 

Broadcast regulation has concentrated upon spectrum assignment and related technical issues, 

and upon varying degrees of content control, from limitations on certain types of programs to 

complete government ownership and production. Different degrees of regulation have also 

applied to cable TV services, and to other types of information-based services. Under the 

converging technical and market trends that are occurring, these traditional roles will inevitably 

have to change, as the functions of the systems that have been regulated expand and evolve to 

leave behind the distinctions that regulators have placed upon them.
7
 

The Objectives of Regulation are Different 

 

 Like other countries, Canada has been pursuing a two-tracked policy in broadcasting and 

telecommunications. Contradictions between our telecommunications policies and our cultural 

policies are built into the objectives and tools of the laws themselves. One set of signal carriers 

has been extensively and intensively regulated for content, while the other set has been forbidden 

by law to manipulate or affect the content of the signals they carry.  

 

 Telecommunications is regulated with a view to achieving primarily economic  

objectives. The Telecommunications Act sets out nine objectives, many of which have to do with 

economic efficiency, although there is also language about telecommunications playing an 

essential role in maintaining Canada’s identity and sovereignty. (Viz. section 7 of the Act). 

Telecommunications policy has also been liberalized in the free trade treaties to which Canada is 

a signatory. Most important, telecommunications carriers are forbidden to interfere with content.  

 

 By contrast, broadcasting remains firmly wedded to culturally protectionist policies, and 

broadcasters are required to involve themselves with content. 

 

 Telecommunications regulation has always concerned itself with containing the 

economic power of monopolies. With changes of technology, more competition has become 

possible, so that the focus of telecommunications regulation has shifted to managing a transition 

to more competitive markets. But telecommunications regulation is based on the complete 

                                                 
7
 This paragraph is adapted from ‘Regulatory  Implications Of  Telecommunications Convergence’, Chairman’s  Report  of  the  

Sixth Regulatory  Colloquium,  11 -13   December  1996,  Geneva , International  Telecommunication  Union,  David 

Townsend, author 
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freedom of citizens to communicate. The carrier is regulated only as to price and service 

conditions; it is not made responsible for content. 

 

 Broadcasting regulation has always been directly concerned with culture, or with values. 

The Broadcasting Policy for Canada, set out in section 3 of the Broadcasting Act, lists 21 major 

objectives. ‘a’ through ‘t’. Adaptability to technical and scientific change is fourth on the list of 

objectives in subsection 3(d). Other conceivable goals are entirely absent, such as sensitivity to 

market demand or reliance on competition. Of the many different legal objectives enshrined in 

the Broadcasting Act, political, cultural, and social objectives predominate. 

 

The two sets of objectives are not reconcilable 

 

 The two sets of objectives are not reconcilable. Citizens are either free to communicate 

with each other, without permission from the government, or they are not. Either one set of 

objectives must prevail over the other, or the domains to which these laws apply must be kept 

separate. Traffic on the Internet is now governed by a telecommunications regime, in which the 

freedom to communicate is subject only to those laws of general application, such as libel, 

copyright, or the Criminal Code, that apply to all publications. 

 

 This is the first major reason why the boundaries between telecommunications and 

broadcasting need to be clear: to keep speech on the Internet as free as telephone traffic or 

speech in the street. 

 

What are CAIP’s interests in this debate between cultural and economic 
objectives? 

 

 As an industry association, CAIP has legitimate concerns and interests that the 

government understand the nature of the Internet, and that it chooses appropriate legal models in 

consequence. CAIP also has a public interest in the government getting this decision right, 

because it considers that the economic development of the country will be adversely affected if, 

through government reorganizations, one view is made to prevail over another.  

 

 The view that CAIP would prefer the government to take is one that sees the Internet as 

citizens freely communicating with one another. The view that we would not wish the 

government to take, or that would prevail by a confusion of broadcasting and 

telecommunications objectives in a single regulatory system, is one that sees the Internet as yet 

another medium suitable to being regulated for cultural objectives, by regulatory tools available 

in the Broadcasting Act . 

 

 We do not wish to be insensitive to cultural concerns; they are legitimate. In certain 

forms of entertainment media, Canada appears to have too small a market to sustain a 

competitive domestic television programming industry without some form of subsidy. The same 

is emphatically not the case for content on the Internet, as we shall see. 
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Do we know what a television “program” is? 

 

 Television that people will watch is very expensive. Television production economics 

has favoured the import of American programs and required the subsidy of Canadian 

productions. We may safely assume that mass market television will continue, and that the need 

to subsidize Canadian programming will also continue. 

  

 There is broad agreement as to what a television program is. We are used to the cultural 

format.  But the legal basis for calling something a program is potentially quite fluid, and the 

Broadcasting Act may cast a very wide net indeed. At the moment the best definition we can 

give is that a “program” involves full-motion video. 

 

The definition given in the Broadcasting Act is as follows: 

 

“program” means sounds or visual images, or a combination of sounds and visual images, 

that are intended to inform, enlighten and entertain, but does not include visual images, 

whether or not combined with sounds, that consist predominantly of alphanumeric text.
8
 

 

“broadcasting” means any transmission of programs, whether or not encrypted, by radio 

waves or other means of telecommunication for reception by the public by means of a 

broadcasting receiving apparatus, but does not include any such transmission of programs 

that is made solely for performance or display in a public place. 

 

 

The decision to define something as a ‘program’ lies with the regulatory agency for 

broadcasting, the CRTC, which may make this determination at any time.  

 

 Why Politicians Should Pay Attention to the Distinction between what a 
Program is and is not 

 

 This brings us to the second major reason for keeping the boundaries between 

telecommunications and broadcasting clear. The definition of ‘programming’ being so fluid, 

cultural bureaucrats and the regulated industries they protect have every incentive to interpret the 

Broadcasting Act widely. They would do this in order to subject to the same conditions all 

carriers of “programs”, that is, full motion video that regulators decide is a “program”. CAIP is 

concerned that, in order to protect Canadian cultural industries, pressure will be exerted to bring 

the Internet under the supervision of the Broadcasting Act. 

 

 This would be an extremely bad policy, for reasons we shall explain.  

                                                 
8
 section 2, Broadcasting Act, 38-39 Elizabeth II, chapter 11. 
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The Internet’s Role in Canadian Culture 

 

 Just as we do not regulate the telephone system for Canadian content, because we 

Canadians are the content of the system, so likewise it is CAIP’s submission that we do not need 

to regulate the Internet for Canadian content. There is no problem with producing Canadian 

content for the Internet which has been identified so far. Canada has one of the world’s highest 

levels of subscription to the Internet, and some 5% of the world’s websites are Canadian.
9
 The 

Internet is a superbly effective form of publishing, and Canadians increasingly are availing 

themselves of the Internet to do their banking, shopping, and others transactions.  

 

 Drafting a speech or a letter and then posting it to the Internet or one’s web-page does not 

make one a broadcaster. Web-authoring software is becoming as common and as affordable as 

word-processing software; indeed they are becoming indistinguishable over time. 

 

Defining the Boundaries of “Programs” 

 

 The problem caused by the indistinct and possibly fluid boundary between a “program” 

and what is not a “program” is serious. The effect of declaring something a “program” would be 

to subject the industry that distributes it to the Broadcasting Act, according to some legal 

opinion.
10

  Such an interpretation might be easily obtained in the course of a CRTC proceeding, 

and would be difficult to reverse.
11

 A decision of this nature would have a profoundly negative 

effect on the Internet in Canada, in CAIP’s opinion.  

 

 The first reason is that it would drive business away from Canada. The higher regulatory 

burden can be avoided. Web sites can be switched to an American or off-shore server with ease. 

The economic consequences would be devastating to the Canadian web industry but would have 

little or no effect on Canadian Internet subscribers. Once they have dialed into their local 

Internet service provider, the world wide web is freely available to them. Anyone who has 

explored the web knows this. 

 

 In a world where every computer is a potential source of Internet access, there is no 

shortage of “broadcasting” “stations”, to use obsolete terminology. There is no scarcity of web 

sites. There is nothing from which a licensee can derive an economic rent. There is no economic 

surplus, created by artificial scarcities, available to devote to Canadian programming.  The 

effectiveness of broadcasting regulation derives ultimately from the economic value of a 

                                                 
9
 The figure is derived from the Internet domain name survey (http://www.nw.com/zone/WWW/top.html) of January 

1997. Canadian domain names ending in “.ca”  were 3.7% of the 16.1 million domain names worldwide,  not 

including the most popular categories used by Canadians:.edu;.com;.gov;.org. 
10

 “Video-on-Demand, Multimedia Programming Services and the Canadian broadcasting regulatory Framework”, a 

Discussion Paper Prepared for the Canadian Cable television Association, Peter S. Grant, McCarthy Tétrault, 

Toronto, January 1995. Legal opinion is divided on this issue, naturally. 
11

 “Regulation on the Information Highway: Capturing the Elusive Butterfly”, Sheridan Scott, 9 Cdn Journal of 

Administrative Law and Practice, p.305 
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broadcasting licence. There is no equivalent function in the Internet world which can be made 

scarce enough to be licensed effectively.  

 

 The second and more profound reason why the Internet should not be subjected to the 

Broadcasting Act is political. No one requires permission from the government to use a 

telephone. People communicate freely on the Internet, just as they do on the telephone.  

Telephone companies are forbidden to control the content or influence the meaning or purpose 

of telecommunications.
12

 Not so in the case of the broadcaster, who holds a licence from the 

government, on the basis that he uses radio spectrum which is public property. Broadcasters 

communicate to the public through a one-to-many medium. Broadcasting is not interactive. 

Broadcasting is licensed by the state. 

 

Conclusions 

 

 Many would say that the regulation of broadcasting is being undermined by technological 

developments which cannot be stopped, at any price Canadians would willingly bear. Indeed, it 

will become increasingly difficult to promote Canadian programming by controlling 

transmission media. Unfortunately, Canada’s policy responses to these changes can be 

significantly distorted by trying to expand the Broadcasting Act rather than by rethinking how 

we can continue to support Canadian television programming industries. 

 

CAIP’s arguments can be summarized as follows:  

 

CAIP considers that to try to regulate the Internet for Canadian content, would be an unnecessary 

and a mistaken policy.  

 

 The Internet allows for Canadians to publish documents and freely communicate with each 

other, subject to the same general laws that govern all speech and publishing; 

 

 All the evidence points to the successful participation of growing numbers Canadians on the 

web, where the Canadian presence is greatly disproportionate to its world population; 

 

 There is no economic barrier to Canadians publishing on the Internet for which government 

subsidies or licensing policies are needed to overcome; 

 

 There is no scarcity, such as a scarcity of available off-air television signals, that would give 

an economic value to a government licence to operate on the Internet; 

 

 There is no political justification for subjecting the communications of Canadians, directly or 

indirectly, to the  political licensing process found in broadcasting; 

 

 Expanding the scope of broadcasting policy to the Internet, if tried, will fail. 

                                                 
12

 See section 36, Telecommunications Act, c.38, S.C.,1993 
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Recommendations 

 

 

CAIP’s recommendations are as follows: 

 

The view that CAIP would prefer the government to take is one that sees the Internet as 

citizens freely communicating with one another. The view that we would not wish the 

government to take, or that would prevail by a confusion of broadcasting and 

telecommunications objectives in a single regulatory system, is one that sees the Internet 

as yet another medium suitable to being regulated for cultural objectives, by regulatory 

tools available in the Broadcasting Act. 

 

CAIP thanks the Commons Standing Committee on Canadian Heritage for its consideration of 

these matters.  
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